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Thermodynamic transport theory of spin waves in ferromagnetic insulators

Vittorio Basso,1 Elena Ferraro,1, ∗ and Marco Piazzi1

1Istituto Nazionale di Ricerca Metrologica, Strada delle Cacce 91, 10135 Torino, Italy
(Dated: November 18, 2018)

We use the Boltzmann transport theory in the relaxation time approximation to describe the
thermal transport of spin waves in a ferromagnet. By treating spin waves as magnon excitations
we are able to compute analytically and numerically the coefficients of the constitutive thermo-
magnetic transport equations. As a main result, we find that the absolute thermo-magnetic power
coefficient �M , relating the gradient of the potential of the magnetization current and the gradient of
the temperature, in the limit of low temperature and low field, is a constant �M = −0.6419 kB/µB .
The theory correctly describes the low-temperature and magnetic-field dependencies of spin Seebeck
experiments. Furthermore, the theory predicts that in the limit of very low temperatures the spin
Peltier coefficient ΠM , relating the heat and the magnetization currents, tends to a finite value
which depends on the amplitude of the magnetic field. This indicates the possibility to exploit the
spin Peltier effect as an efficient cooling mechanism in cryogenics.

PACS numbers: 75.76.+j, 75.30.Ds, 85.75.-d, 05.70.Ln

I. INTRODUCTION

The thermal transport of spin waves is the key physical
phenomenon at the basis of the longitudinal spin Seebeck
effect (LSSE)1, which is one of the most promising effect
of spin caloritronics2–4. In the LSSE a spin current is
generated by a temperature gradient in a ferrimagnetic
insulator like yttrium iron garnet (YIG) and it is de-
tected by the inverse spin Hall effect in an adjacent Pt
layer5–9. This effect has been interpreted as the conse-
quence of the presence of a spin current carried by non
equilibrium spin waves (or magnons) in the ferrimagnetic
insulator which is converted into a spin current carried
by electrons in the metal3,10,11. The source of this con-
version is the interaction between the d electrons in the
ferromagnet and the s electrons in the metal which gives
rise to an absorption of a magnon in the insulator and
the corresponding generation of an electron spin flip in
the metal12–18. While the assessment of the interface is
well documented in the literature10,19–21, the description
of the transport of non equilibrium spin waves inside the
bulk ferromagnet is still a debated issue22–29.

The thermodynamic problem of the joint transport of
heat and magnetic moment (thermo-magnetics) has its
counterpart in the field of thermoelectricity where one
has the joint transport of heat and charge. In the non
equilibrium thermodynamics of fluxes and forces these
joint transport problems are described by the identifi-
cation of the current densities of the extensive variables
of interest with their associated thermodynamic forces.
While in the field of thermoelectricity it is well assessed
that the gradient of the electric potential ∇Ve is the
force associated to the electric current density je and the
temperature gradient ∇T is the force associated to the
heat current jq, in the field of thermo-magnetics there is
controversy regarding the thermodynamic forces to em-
ploy. The reason is related to the correct determination
of the relations between the thermodynamic description
and the microscopic details of the processes.

For what concerns the temperature variable, while for
static magnetic properties the thermodynamic tempera-
ture is assumed to be the correct one30, for the trans-
port properties the question has not an obvious answer.
The problem dates back to the 1977 paper of Sanders
and Walton31 discussing the reasons for the elusive con-
tribution of magnons to the total heat conductivity of
magnetic materials. Sanders and Walton noted that the
magnon subsystem could be partially isolated from the
phonon one and described the equilibration of the tem-
peratures of the two subsystems by means of the finite
relaxation time τmp. In the limit of very long relax-
ation times, the two temperatures are different and only
the phonon heat transport could be experimentally ob-
served, while, if τmp is short enough, the two tempera-
tures coincide with the thermodynamic temperature and
the magnon heat transport can be observed. When, more
recently, this picture was applied to the spin Seebeck
effect, it turned out that, assuming partial decoupling,
most of the transport effects could just be described as
proportional to the difference between the temperature
of the magnons in the ferromagnet and the tempera-
ture of the electrons in the metal10,19–21. This approach
has been successful to describe the proportionality of the
injected spin current on the temperature gradient, but
it was unable to correctly reproduce the experimental
dependence on the thickness of YIG32, therefore show-
ing the necessity to take into account also the bulk and
not only the interface. Stimulated also by the exper-
imental results of Ref.[33], showing that in YIG there
exists a close spatial correspondence between magnons
and phonons temperatures, other authors have used the
gradient of the thermodynamic temperature as a driv-
ing force22–26,28, therefore assuming a good thermal cou-
pling between the two subsystems. It is worth to mention
that Sanders and Walton31 in their original paper already
demonstrated that, for YIG, magnons and phonons could
exchange energy with a quite short time constant τmp.
However, as τmp may be material dependent and not too
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small, the general case, which gives rise to non trivial cou-
pled phonon-magnon heat flow, is indeed of interest and
it has been treated in Ref.[34]. In the limit of very small
τmp the picture simplifies and the phonon and magnon
heat flows can be just linearly summed up.

Much more subtle is the choice of the thermodynamic
force to be associated with the magnetic moment cur-
rent. Refs.[22–25, and 28] have used the gradient of the
magnon accumulation as a force. This approach, while
microscopically correct, suffers for the problem that, in
non equilibrium thermodynamics, the current of an ex-
tensive variable should be always associated to the gradi-
ent of an intensive variable. This effective force has been
worked out in the thermodynamic theory of Johnson and
Silsbee35. In their approach the potential for the magne-
tization current is derived from purely thermodynamic
grounds and it results to be given by H

∗ = H − Heq,
the difference between the magnetic field H and the
field Heq(M) corresponding to the equation of state at
equilibrium29. When the theory of Johnson and Silsbee
is applied to the problem of the transport of magnons,
one finds that the potential H∗ is directly related to the
chemical potential µm associated with the magnon accu-
mulation, that isH∗ = µm/(2µ0µB). It is worth to notice
that the gradient of the chemical potential of magnons is
also used in the very recent publication of Ref.[36].

In the present paper we apply the Boltzmann transport
equation to magnons by using the gradient of the John-
son and Silsbee potential∇H

∗ as the driving force for the
magnetization current and the gradient of the thermody-
namic temperature ∇T as the driving force for the heat
current. By performing the calculations in the relaxation
time approximation, we are able to derive all the kinetic
coefficients of the constitutive equations. In particular
we are able to obtain the expressions for the tempera-
ture and magnetic field dependences of the kinetic coeffi-
cients. These expressions have closed analytical forms in
the low temperature limit, where the quadratic disper-
sion relation for magnons holds, and they can be com-
puted numerically, by assuming isotropic behavior, in the
high temperature range.

As a main result we find that the absolute thermo-
magnetic power coefficient �M , relating ∇H

∗ and ∇T ,
is independent of the magnon scattering mechanism and
its value, in the limit of low field, is the constant �M =
−0.6419 kB/µB . Moreover, we predict that the spin
Peltier coefficient ΠM , relating the heat and the mag-
netization currents, tends, at very low temperatures, to
the finite value ΠM = −µ0H0, which depends on the am-
plitude of the magnetic field H0. This feature indicates
the possibility to exploit the spin Peltier effect as an ef-
ficient cooling mechanism in the cryogenic temperature
range. Finally we make a preliminary test of the model
by inserting the parameters of YIG and computing the
values of the spin Seebeck effect. By comparing with ex-
periments at low temperature, we find that the theory
correctly describes both the temperature and the mag-
netic field dependences of the spin Seebeck coefficient for

the bulk case37.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II presents

the main features of the Johnson and Silsbee theory. Sec-
tion III introduces the spin waves in equilibrium under a
non zero chemical potential. The Boltzmann transport
equation is described in Section IV and the main results
are presented in Section V. The application of the theory
to the spin Seebeck effect is described in Section VI. Fi-
nally, the features and the limitations of the theory are
shortly discussed in Section VII. All the technical and
mathematical aspects are detailed in the Appendices A
and B.

II. THERMO-MAGNETIC TRANSPORT
EQUATIONS

We consider a magnetic system in which the macro-
scopic magnetization vector M and the magnetic field
H are parallel and directed along an easy axis that can
be due, for example, to an anisotropic crystal structure.
Therefore we describe the system by the scalar ampli-
tudes M and H. By following the Johnson and Silsbee
approach29,35, the thermodynamics of the ferromagnet is
formulated by expressing the variation of the non equi-
librium system enthalpy ue(s,H;M) as a function of the
entropy density s, of the magnetic field H and of the
magnetization M :

due = Tds− µ0MdH − µ0H
∗
dM. (1)

In the previous expression T is the thermodynamic tem-
perature, µ0 is the permeability of vacuum and H

∗ =
H − Heq is the affinity associated to the change of the
magnetization, with Heq(M) being the equation of state
for the magnetic field at equilibrium. H

∗ is different
from zero when the system is locally out-of-equilibrium.
Relaxation toward equilibrium is described by assuming
linear system behavior. The relaxation equation is given
by the proportionality between the rate of change of the
magnetization dM/dt, a generalized velocity, and H

∗, a
generalized force. By generalizing this treatment to spa-
tially extended systems in which magnetization currents
jM may be present, the relaxation equation becomes the
continuity equation for the magnetization

∂M

∂t
+∇ · jM =

H
∗

τM
. (2)

The right hand side of Eq.(2) expresses the presence of
sources and sinks in the system, giving rise to the non
conservation of the magnetization, and it contains a phe-
nomenological time constant τM . Beyond its continuity
equation, every medium is also characterized by its con-
stitutive equations describing how the magnetization and
the heat currents depend on the gradients of the associ-
ated intensive variables. Within this approach the rele-
vant gradients are ∇T , which is associated to the heat
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current jq, and ∇H
∗, which is associated to the magne-

tization current jM . By considering linear behavior and
limiting to one dimension, the equations are

jM = σM µ0∇H
∗ − �MσM ∇T (3)

jq = �MσMTµ0∇H
∗ − (κ+ �

2
M
σMT )∇T. (4)

In Eqs.(3) and (4) ∇ ≡ ∂/∂x and, in analogy with the
thermoelectric effects38,39, σM is the conductivity for
the magnetization current, �M is the absolute thermo-
magnetic power coefficient and κ is the total thermal con-
ductivity under zero magnetization current. When the
constitutive equation (3) is solved together with the con-
tinuity equation (2), under given boundary conditions,
the currents and the potential H∗ can be computed and
the typical diffusion length, lM = (µ0σMτM )1/2, results
to be related to material dependent parameters29. In the
spin Seebeck effect, in which the ferromagnetic material
is subjected to a uniform temperature gradient ∇T , the
magnetization current source is jMS = −σM �M ∇T . The
part of the current transmitted to the sensing layer de-
pends on the coupling between the two materials and in
particular it depends on the ratio vM = lM/τM between
the diffusion length and the time constant of each layer29.

All the parameters contained in the continuity equa-
tion (2) and the constitutive equations (3) and (4) can
be calculated on the basis of a microscopic theory. In
Sections III and IV we will compute them in the case
of the magnons in a ferromagnet. For what concerns the
thermal conductivity we will limit to compute the contri-
bution from spin waves. In fact, as we assume that the
magnetic subsystem is well thermally coupled with all
the other degrees-of-freedom, the thermodynamic tem-
perature is the only thermal intensive variable associated
to the heat current. If there are many different types of
carriers, i.e. magnons and phonons, the total thermal
conductivity is just the sum of the individual contribu-
tions. Instead, when the magnetic subsystem is partially
decoupled from the lattice, alternative methods, as those
used in Ref.[34], can be applied.

III. STATISTICS OF MAGNONS

A. Spin waves

In a saturated ferromagnet, the local magnetic mo-
ments are all essentially parallel and the spin waves are
the lowest energy excitations.

In a classical picture, the spin waves are plane waves
formed by the small deviations of the magnetization vec-
tor M⊥ from its main direction M�. Due to the preces-
sion of magnetization around the magnetic field, M⊥ is a
vector rotating in time in the plane perpendicular to M�
with an angular velocity ωq depending on the wavenum-
ber q of the plane wave. Considering the relevant energy
terms for a ferromagnet, the dispersion relation reads

ωq = −γµ0[(l2exq
2+H0)(l2exq

2+H0+Ms sin
2
θq)]1/2 where

γ = −e/me is the gyromagnetic ratio for electrons, lex is
the exchange length, H0 = Ha+HAN contains here con-
tributions from the applied field Ha and the anisotropy
field HAN along the easy axis, Ms is the saturation mag-
netization, q = |q| and θq is the angle formed by the q

vector with the magnetization axis40,41. The exchange
length is related to the exchange stiffness A by the rela-
tion l

2
ex

= 2A/(µ0M
2
s
).

In a quantum picture, the magnon is the quantum of
the spin wave, it has energy �(q) = �ωq and, in the case of
magnetism due to the electron spin, it carries a magnetic
moment of −2µB , where µB = e�/(2me) is the Bohr
magneton. Having an integer spin, magnons obey the
Bose-Einstein statistics described by the distribution

g0(q) =
1

exp (�(q)/(kBT ))− 1
, (5)

where kB is the Boltzmann constant. All the relevant
informations on the system are contained in the magnon
energy dispersion relation �(q). At low q it is possible to
approximate the dispersion relation as

�(q) � Dq
2 + �H , (6)

where D = 4Aa
3 is the stiffness constant of the spin

waves, with a being the interatomic distance39, and
�H = 2µ0µBH0

41. Eq.(6) is valid when the magneto-
static energy term can be disregarded with respect to the
other terms. The magnon energy is expected to show
deviations from Eq.(6) at large q when the wavelength
approaches the interatomic distance. Specific deviations
depend on the type of crystal lattice39. An isotropic ex-
tension of the dispersion relation for large q is considered
in Appendix A.

B. Equilibrium thermal magnons

The equilibrium properties of a ferromagnet, like the
magnetization and the specific heat capacity, can be di-
rectly obtained from the statistics of magnons39,40,42.
The method consists in evaluating the statistical aver-
age of the corresponding physical quantities (the mag-
netic moment, the energy) weighted over the distribu-
tion given by Eq.(5) and integrated over the space Σ of
the admissible wavenumbers q. For example, the average
magnetization is given by the integral

M = M0 − 2µB

1

(2π)3

�

Σ
g0(q)d

3
q, (7)

where M0 is the spontaneous magnetization at zero tem-
perature given by M0 = nµB , with n being the density of
elementary magnetic moments. The integration is per-
formed by standard methods (see Appendix A) and the
result can be written as
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M = M0

�
1− 1

2π2
t
3/2

A0

�
, (8)

where t = T/Tm is the dimensionless temperature, with
Tm = D/(a2kB) giving the temperature scale of the prob-
lem. By following an equivalent method for the specific
heat cm = ∂um/∂T the result is

cm = nkB
5

8

1

π2
t
3/2

A1. (9)

Eqs.(8) and (9) contain the well know result that the low
temperature behavior of M and cm is a T

3/2 power law.
Furthermore additional dependence on the temperature
and field is contained in the dimensionless coefficients Ar

(r = 0, 1, . . .), which contain a dependence on the ratio
h/t, where h = 2µ0µBH0/(kBTm) is the dimensionless
magnetic field. The definition of the coefficients Ar is
reported in Appendix A, Eq.(A1).

C. Relaxation of thermal magnons

When the number of magnons is different from the
equilibrium value of Section IIIA (see Eq.(5)), one de-
scribes their distribution as

g0(q, µm) =
1

exp ((�(q)− µm)/(kBT ))− 1
, (10)

by introducing a non zero chemical potential µm. Con-
sidering that the magnetization can change only because
the number of magnons nm changes, dM = −2µBdnm,
by using Eq.(1) with dH = 0, one finds that µm =
∂ue/∂nm = 2µ0µBH

∗. This shows that for an insulat-
ing ferromagnet the chemical potential associated with
the magnons, µm, is equivalent to the Johnson and Sils-
bee potential H∗. Every time the potential H∗ is dif-
ferent from zero, the distribution of magnons is given by
Eq.(10). The equilibrium distribution g0(q, 0) of Eq.(5)
is recovered when H

∗ = 043. To describe how the dis-
tribution g0(q, µm) of Eq.(10) relaxes to the distribution
g0(q, 0) of Eq.(5), one has to state a relaxation equa-
tion. As the time dependence can be only in the chem-
ical potential, i.e. µ = µm(t), a reasonable assumption
is to consider the relaxation rate toward equilibrium to
be proportional to the distance from equilibrium itself.
Therefore the equation for µm(t) is ∂µm/∂t = −µm/τr,
where τr is the magnon relaxation time constant describ-
ing the generation and annihilation of magnons. The
relaxation equation for the distribution g0(q, µm) is then

∂g0(q, µm)

∂t
= −g0(µm)− g0(0)

τr
. (11)

For a spatially homogeneous system the continuity equa-
tion (2), with jM = 0, becomes simply ∂M/∂t = H

∗
/τM .

As from Eq.(11) it is possible to derive the same equation,
we are able to establish a relation between the macro-
scopic and the microscopic relaxation times, τM and τr

respectively. On the right hand side of Eq.(11), if g0(µm)
is very close to g0(0) we can express their difference as
g0(µm)− g0(0) � −µm∂g0(0)/∂� and Eq.(11) becomes

∂g0(q, µm)

∂t
=

µm

τr

∂g0(q, 0)

∂�
. (12)

By performing the statistical average of both sides of
Eq.(12) and multiplying by −2µB , we obtain ∂M/∂t at
the left hand side. Then by using ∂M/∂t = H

∗
/τM we

obtain the expression for τM as

1

τM
= −µ0(2µB)

2 1

(2π)3

�

Σ

1

τr

∂g0(0)

∂�
d
3
q, (13)

which is the sought relation. By comparing Eq.(13) with
the definition of the magnetization of Eq.(8), it turns out
the additional relation τM = τr/χ, where χ = ∂M/∂H0.
The expression for the time constant τM of Eq.(13) can
be integrated (see Appendix A), giving as a result

τM =
τr

m
2π2

t
−1/2(−A

�
0)

−1
, (14)

where m = 2µ0µBM0/(kBTm) is a dimensionless pa-
rameter depending on the spontaneous magnetization
M0 and A

�
0 is a dimensionless coefficient defined in Ap-

pendix A, Eq.(A2).

IV. TRANSPORT OF NON EQUILIBRIUM
MAGNONS

A. Boltzmann transport equation

On the basis of what shown in Section III we can
describe the accumulation of magnons by means of the
chemical potential µm. The non equilibrium distribution
g(q, µm), which is realized in presence of the gradients
∇µm and ∇T , can be derived by the Boltzmann trans-
port equation

∂g

∂t
+∇qg ·

∂q

∂t
+∇rg ·

∂r

∂t
=

∂g

∂t

����
collisions

. (15)

In the most general case, to describe both stationary and
non stationary states, the collision term at the right hand
side of Eq.(15) should take into account both magnon
conserving and non-conserving events.
In the present Section we are interested to derive the

behavior under stationary states, therefore we limit to
describe the relaxation processes in which the value of
the chemical potential µm of Eq.(10) is constant in time.
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We can evaluate the right hand side of Eq.(15), in the
relaxation time approximation, as

∂g

∂t

����
collisions

= −g(q, µm)− g0(q, µm)

τc
, (16)

where τc is the relaxation time associated to the collision
events conserving the number of magnons and g0 is the
local distribution under constrained µm. Eq.(15) with
the relaxation time approximation of Eq.(16) describes
how fast the non equilibrium distribution g(q, µm) decays
into g0(q, µm).

It is worth to notice that from Eq.(15) it is also pos-
sible to derive Eq.(12), describing the relaxation from
g0(q, µm) to g0(q, 0), as a special case. Indeed, in that
case one fixes the distribution shape g = g0 of Eq.(10)
and let the chemical potential µm to change in time.
However, as the distribution shape is already the equi-
librium one g0, then a collision term like Eq.(16) would
have no effect. This is expected, because microscopic
events contributing to the relaxation from g0(q, µm) to
g0(q, 0) are all events which do not conserve the num-
ber of magnons. Then the relaxation must be described
by introducing a different term, as it has been done in
Section III C, characterized by a different relaxation time
τr. By following this route one obtains also Eq.(12) as a
special limit of the general Eq.(15).

To solve the kinetic Boltzmann equation (15) for sta-
tionary states we put ∂g/∂t = 0. The second term at
the left hand side of Eq.(15) is evaluated by introduc-
ing the crystal momentum of magnons p = �q and by
evaluating the associated force F = ∂p/∂t = (1/�)∂q/∂t
as the gradient of the energy F = −∇r�. The result
is ∇qg · ∂q/∂t = −v · ∇r� ∂g/∂�, where v = (1/�)∇q�

is the magnon group velocity. The third term at the left
hand side is evaluated by using v = ∂r/∂t. The resulting
Boltzmann transport equation for magnons reads

g = g0 − τc v ·
�
∇rg −∇r�

∂g

∂�

�
. (17)

If the gradients are not so large, the second term at the
right hand side is small and, in a first approximation,
it can be evaluated at g = g0 with g0 given by Eq.(10).
After a few passages we find the solution for the non equi-
librium distribution of magnons in terms of the gradients
of the intensive variables T and µm:

g � g0 + τc v ·
�
∇rµm + (�− µm)

∇rT

T

�
∂g0

∂�
. (18)

For the previous solution we observe that the effect of the
second term at the right hand side is to slightly change
the shape of g0 without changing the integral. Therefore
the collision time τc can be interpreted as describing pro-
cesses in which the number of magnons does not change.

B. Transport coefficients

The coefficients of the constitutive equations (3) and
(4) can be calculated by expressing the magnetization
and the heat currents in terms of the non equilibrium
distribution of magnons g(q) given by the solution of
the Boltzmann transport equation (17)39,44. The two
expressions, in vector form, are

jM = −2µBjn = −2µB

1

(2π)3

�

Σ
v g(q)d3q (19)

jq = ju − µmjn =
1

(2π)3

�

Σ
v (�− µm) g(q)d3q. (20)

By inserting the approximated solution Eq.(18) into the
integrals Eqs.(19) and (20), we observe that only the
second term of Eq.(18), containing the derivative of
the Bose-Einstein distribution g0 (Eq.(10)), is non zero.
Moreover, by assuming to deal with an isotropic material
and by taking both currents and forces along the x di-
rection, the integrals of Eqs.(19) and (20) are simplified.
Indeed, the tensor vivj , where the index i corresponds
to the component of the current and the index j to the
component of the force, reduces to the scalar v

2
x
. The

result of the integrations can be then directly written in
terms of the coefficients of the constitutive equations (3)
and (4). This way, we find the following expressions for
the conductivity of the magnetization current

µ0σM = τc0mv
2
m

1

3π2
t
3/2

C0, (21)

for the absolute thermo-magnetic power coefficient

�M = − kB

2µB

C1

C0
, (22)

and for the thermal conductivity due to the magnon
diffusion31,45

κ = nkBτc0v
2
m

1

3π2
t
5/2C0C2 − C

2
1

C0
. (23)

In the previous equations the parameter vm =
(kBTm/m

∗)1/2 gives the scale of the thermal velocity
of the spin waves, m∗ = �2/(2D) is the magnon effec-
tive mass and Cr are coefficients defined in Appendix A,
Eq.(A3). Since we are considering the possibility that the
collision time τc may depend on the magnon wavenumber
modulus q as τc = τc0fc(q), where fc(q) is a normalized
wavenumber dependence, equations (21) and (23) con-
tain explicitly the constant τc0 , while fc(q) is included in
the Cr definition.
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V. RESULTS

The result of the magnon transport theory, developed
in Sections III and IV, is represented by Eqs.(14) and
(21-23), expressing the temperature and magnetic field
dependences of the phenomenological time constant τM

appearing in the continuity equation (2) and of the coeffi-
cients σM , �M and κ of the constitutive equations (3) and
(4). Eqs.(14) and (21-23) depend on the coefficients A

�
0

and Cr, defined by integrals over the space Σ of the ad-
missible wavenumbers q that are calculated by standard
methods (see Appendix A)44.

At low temperature, i.e. t � 1, the coefficients can
be computed by using the low q approximation given by
Eq.(6) and the resulting analytical expressions for con-
stant τc are reported in Appendices A and B and shown
in Fig.1. The leading order dependence of the coefficients
on the temperature t and on the field h is shown in Table
I for t � h and t � h. As a main result we find that the
absolute thermo-magnetic power coefficient �M , in the
limit h → 0, is independent of τc and t and its value is
�M = −(5/2)(ζ(5/2)/ζ(3/2))kB/(2µB), where ζ(·) is the
Riemann zeta function, so that �M = −0.6419 kB/µB .
By using kB/µB = 1.49 K T−1 we obtain �M = −0.956 K
T−1. This result shows that the magnon accumulation in
terms of ∇µm is directly related to the temperature gra-
dient ∇T . Fig.1 also shows the behavior of the diffusion
length lM and of the ratio vM = lM/τM entering into
the expression of the current which is transmitted into
the sensing layer29. The magnetization current source of
the spin Seebeck effect jMS = −�MσM ∇T is shown in
Fig.2. It depends on the conductivity σM which is deter-
mined by the scattering mechanism. The theory predicts
a decrease of the current jMS as a function of the field h,
which is linear for low fields (see Fig.2 and Table I). This
is an effect that was also observed in YIG/Pt spin See-
beck experiments, see Ref. [37], and it will be discussed
in Section VI.

At high temperature, also the high wavenumbers of
the spin waves are excited and the dispersion relation of
Eq.(6) shall be modified in order to take into account
that at high q the magnon energy reaches the maximum
energy level � = �m + �H . Considering the isotropic ex-
pression given in Appendix A, the transport coefficients
can be computed in the full temperature range up to
T = Tm, i.e. t = 1. The integrals are performed by nu-
merical methods. Fig.3 shows the temperature t and the
field h dependences of the thermo-magnetic coefficients,
while Fig.4 shows the current source jMS as a function of
the field h. The behavior of the coefficients at high t, ob-
tained by taking a constant τc, does not present novel or
intriguing features with respect to the low temperature
case. The interesting physics of the high t behavior it is
rather to be searched in the wavenumber dependence of
the collision time for magnons τc(q). This aspect will be
briefly discussed in Section VII.

Another temperature region that can be explored by
the theory is the very low temperature region t � h. The

results are shown in Table I. While most of the quan-
tities goes to zero exponentially as soon as t → 0, it is
worth to observe the special behavior of �M and lM which
do not contain the exponential decay. The consequence
of this fact can be appreciated by computing the spin
Peltier coefficient ΠM , which is the proportionality coef-
ficient between the heat and the magnetization currents,
jq = ΠM jM . It can be derived from the constitutive
equations (3) and (4) by imposing a constrained magne-
tization current and the condition ∇T = 0. It results
that ΠM = �MT and therefore, in the low q approxima-
tion, we have

ΠM = − kB

2µB

C1

C0
T. (24)

In the limit of very low temperature t � h we know that
C1/C0 = 5/2 + h/t (see Table I) and thus

ΠM = −
�
5

2

kBT

2µB

+ µ0H0

�
. (25)

We see that as soon as the temperature approaches zero,
T → 0, the coefficient ΠM tends to the finite value
ΠM (0) = −µ0H0. This indicates the possibility to em-
ploy the spin Peltier effect as an efficient cooling mech-
anism close to absolute zero. However, the low temper-
ature efficiency of spin Peltier cooling is limited by the
diffusion length lM of the ferromagnet which is going to
zero for T → 0 as lM = lM0t

1/2, with the normalization
coefficient lM0 defined in the caption of Fig.1. Since lM is
the typical length over which the magnetization current
can develop, the cooled region will also shrink to zero in
agreement with the third principle of thermodynamics38.
However, the slow decrease of lM as the square root of
the temperature gives the possibility to explore experi-
mentally this effect in the cryogenic region.

VI. APPLICATION TO THE SPIN SEEBECK
EFFECT

The knowledge of the kinetic coefficients allows to com-
pute the spin current in a ferromagnet and to predict the
amplitude of the spin Seebeck effect. Problems related
to the passage of magnetization and heat currents be-
tween two adjacent media, including the spin Seebeck
and the spin Peltier effects in YIG/Pt layers, can be well
described within the Johnson and Silsbee approach29,35.
To learn about the values of the parameters obtained

in the theory, we need to insert typical values for the ma-
terials of interest. YIG is the most interesting material
for the spin Seebeck effect and even if YIG is a ferri-
magnet with a dispersion relation of several branches43,
we can apply the theory at low temperature where only
the first branch is relevant. With a saturation magne-
tization of M0 = 1.96 · 105 A/m41 and a spin wave ex-
change stiffness of D = 8.6 · 10−40 Jm243, we have a
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limit t � h limit t � h

σM/σM0
1

3π2 t
3/2C0

1
4π3/2 t

3/2 exp
�
−h

t

�
ζ(3/2)

4π3/2 t
3/2

�
1− 2π1/2

ζ(3/2)

�
h

t

�1/2�

jMS/jMS0
1

3π2 t
3/2C1

1
4π3/2 t

3/2
�
5
2 + h

t

�
exp

�
−h

t

� 5ζ(5/2)

8π3/2 t3/2
�
1− 3ζ(3/2)

5ζ(5/2)

�
h

t

��

�M/�M0
C1
C0

5
2 + h

t

5
2

ζ(5/2)
ζ(3/2)

�
1 + 2π1/2

ζ(3/2)

�
h

t

�1/2�

τM/τM0 2π2t−1/2
�

1
−A

�
0

�
4π3/2t−1/2 exp

�
h

t

�
4π t−1h1/2

lM/lM0

�
2
3 t

�
C0

−A
�
0

��1/2
t1/2 ζ(3/2)1/2

π1/4 t1/4h1/4

TABLE I. Expressions and leading order dependence of the relevant coefficients of magnon transport theory for t � h and
t � h. The coefficients are normalized as in Fig.1 and Fig.2.
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FIG. 1. Thermo-magnetic coefficients computed from the
magnon transport theory (low temperature approximation).
The coefficients are normalized to: σM0 = τcmv2m/µ0, �M0 =
−kB/(2µB), κ0 = nkBτcv

2
m, τM0 = τr/m, lM0 = (τcτr)

1/2vm,
vM0 = (τc/τr)

1/2mvm. For all graphs, the values of h are
10−5, 10−4 and 10−3 (red, green and blue, respectively).

typical temperature Tm = 480 K and an effective mass
m

∗ = 2.5 · 10−28 kg, which is about 280 times the elec-
tron mass (here we have used the relation M0 = µB/a

3

with a ∼ 0.36 ·10−9 m being the typical distance between
magnetic ions). The field H0, appearing in the ground
state energy �H of Eq.(6), is the sum of the anisotropy
field along one of the easy axis µ0HAN ∼ 0.017 T41

and of the applied field Ha. For low applied fields,
Ha � HAN , we have h ∼ 0.5·10−4, while for high applied
fields, Ha � HAN , we have h = 10−3 at µ0Ha = 0.35
T. The remaining parameters are m = 6.8 · 10−4 and
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j M
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h,
t) 

/ j
M
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FIG. 2. Spin Seebeck effect for the magnon transport the-
ory (low temperature approximation). jMS is the magneti-
zation current source normalized to jMS0 = −�M0σM0∇T .
The main plot shows the temperature dependence at differ-
ent fields. The inset shows the field dependence at different
temperatures.

vm = 6.6 · 103 ms−1. By assuming τr ≈ τc = 1 ns, we ob-
tain jMS0/∇T = kBτcmv

2
m
/(2µ0µB) = 17.6 A s−1 K−1

m.
The previous values can be used to compute the order

of magnitude of the spin Seebeck effect, by evaluating
the magnetization current which is injected into the Pt
layer by means of the properties of the inverse spin Hall
effect in Pt. The injection of the magnetization current
source into the metallic layer is due to the conversion of
the magnetic moment of the magnons at the interface
into a spin accumulation in Pt. The microscopic mech-
anisms involved12–18 as well as the role played by im-
perfect interfaces46 have been already analyzed in detail.
From the point of view of the thermodynamic theory of
Johnson and Silsbee35 the passage of the magnetization
current between two layers is described by solving the
diffusion problem for the two materials and by impos-
ing the appropriate boundary conditions29. Each layer is
characterized by a diffusion length for the magnetization
current lM = (µ0σMτM )1/2 which is related to intrinsic
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FIG. 3. Thermo-magnetic coefficients computed from the
magnon transport theory (high temperature approximation).
The coefficients are normalized to the same values reported
in the caption of Fig.1. For all graphs, the values of h are
10−5, 10−4 and 10−3 (red, green and blue, respectively).
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FIG. 4. Spin Seebeck effect for the magnon transport theory
(high temperature approximation). jMS is the magnetization
current source normalized as in Fig.2. Main plot and inset
have the same meaning as in Fig.2.

properties of each material: the magnetization conduc-
tivity σM and the time constant τM . At the interface
between the two layers, one requires the magnetization
current density jM to be continuous and the potentials
H

∗ to be related by the interface resistance35.
In the present paper we are interested in the evalua-

tion of the order of magnitude of the spin Seebeck effect

that can be obtained in bulk YIG at low temperature.
Using the inverse spin Hall effect of Pt, the magnetiza-
tion current is converted into an electric voltage with a
coefficient 1.3 · 10−4 Vm−1A−1 s29. Therefore we find
that the spin Seebeck signal at T = 48 K (t = 0.104)
is 3.7 µV/K at low fields and it decreases to 2.9 µV/K
at 9 T (h = 0.025) in agreement with the measurements
reported in Ref. [37] for a YIG slab of 1 mm of thickness
and a thin Pt layer29. In the theory, this effect is the
consequence of the change of the Bose-Einstein distribu-
tion, Eq.(5), with the field dependent energy term �H ,
which is strongly pronounced for low q magnons. Similar
conclusions have been achieved in Refs.[24], [47] and [48].
A detailed comparison with experimental data at several
temperatures and fields requires also to take care of the
current injection at the YIG/Pt interface, which will be
the aim of future works. The agreement found at 48 K is
obtained by using a transmission coefficient for the cur-
rent at the YIG/Pt interface of 75% which is quite close
to the value of 50% that was used at room temperature
in Ref. [29].

VII. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

We have used the Boltzmann transport theory in the
relaxation time approximation to describe the thermal
transport of spin waves in an insulating ferromagnet in
the framework of the Johnson and Silsbee thermody-
namic theory35. Within this approach, the thermody-
namic force associated with the magnetization current is
the potential H∗ which, in the case of magnon transport,
is directly related to the magnon chemical potential, that
is µm = 2µ0µBH

∗. The kinetic coefficients of the con-
stitutive thermo-magnetic transport equations are com-
puted analytically by assuming an isotropic dispersion
relation for magnons. The main outcome of the study is
that the transport coefficients are analytical expressions
containing the microscopic parameters of the material.
We have found several interesting properties in the

magnetic field and temperature dependences of the ki-
netic coefficients. The absolute thermo-magnetic power
coefficient �M , relating the gradient of the potential of
the magnetization current and the gradient of the tem-
perature, in the limit of low temperature and low field,
is a constant �M = −0.6419 kB/µB . In the limit of very
low temperatures the spin Peltier coefficient ΠM , relat-
ing the heat and the magnetization currents, tends to a
finite value which depends only on the amplitude of the
magnetic field. This indicates the possibility to exploit
the spin Peltier effect as an efficient cooling mechanism
in cryogenics.
By inserting the typical values for YIG, one of the most

studied spin Seebeck materials, we have computed the or-
der of magnitude of the spin Seebeck experiments in bulk
YIG. It is worth noting that while the theory is able to
reproduce rather well the initial increase of the spin See-
beck effect as a function of temperature up to around 50
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K, as reported in Ref. [37], the predictions above 50 K
are much higher than the measured ones. This difference
deserves special attention. Considering YIG, there are a
certain number of important aspects that have been ne-
glected here: the presence of different branches which are
active above the 40 K region and the special dispersion
relation of ferrimagnets43. Another important point to
mention is the fact that, as soon as the temperature is
increased, the saturation magnetizationMs decreases sig-
nificantly below the zero temperature value M0 and this
effect is not only caused by thermal spin waves. At in-
termediate temperatures the equilibrium magnetization
Ms(T ) is mainly ascribed to localized magnetic fluctua-
tions and the thermal spin waves, that can build up upon
Ms, play only a minor role in determining the thermal
content of the system. A theory taking into account the
superposition of both local fluctuations and spin waves
may be able to describe the details of the room temper-
ature spin Seebeck effect. An interesting development
along this line can be envisaged in considering an ex-
plicit dependence of the scattering time constant τc(q)
on the magnon wavenumber q, as in Ref. [24] and [48].
Indeed, the analytical results of the present theory can be
extended to the case of a τc(q) expressed as a power series
in q. This can be the subject of a future development of
the present work.
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Appendix A: Calculation of coefficients

1. Definitions of the coefficients

The equilibrium and transport coefficients entering the
theory are here defined as

Ar =
(2π)2(kBTm)3/2

n(kBT )r+3/2

1

(2π)3

�

Σ
�
r
g0d

3
q, (A1)

A
�
0 = (2π)2

(kBTm)3/2

n(kBT )1/2
1

(2π)3

�

Σ

∂g0

∂�
d
3
q, (A2)

and

Cr=−6π2(kBTm)3/2m∗

n(kBT )3/2+r

1

(2π)3

�

Σ
fc(q)v

2
x
(�−µm)r

∂g0

∂�
d
3
q

(A3)
where Σ is the first Brillouin zone of the reciprocal space,
n is the density of elementary magnetic moments and

fc(q) is the normalized wavenumber dependence of the
collision time τc. For the calculation of the integrals, a
standard method is adopted44. Since all the coefficients
in Eqs.(A1-A3) contain integrals (2π)−3

�
d
3
q extending

over Σ, their computation for a cubic lattice with lattice
constant a gives rise to a factor 1/a3 which corresponds
to the number of degrees-of-freedom per unit volume of
the system. Then, the shape of Σ is replaced by a sphere
Σ0 in the q space of radius q0 = π/a0 giving rise to the
same number of degrees-of-freedom. This corresponds to
take a0 = (π/6)1/3a. This approximation is exact at low
temperature for any lattice.

2. Low q approximation

At low temperature we take the low q approximation
of the dispersion relation of Eq.(6). The group velocity
is v = (2D/�)q and the energy of the state q = q0 is
�0 = π

2
D/a

2
0. The integral over the Σ0 sphere on the q

space is first performed over the spherical angles θq and
ϕq giving a 4π factor. Then the integrals reduce to the
form

1

(2π)3

�

Σ0

d
3
q =

n

(2π)2
1

(kBTm)3/2

�
(�−�H)1/2d�. (A4)

The equilibrium coefficients Ar are calculated from
Eq.(A1) and Eq.(A4) by changing the variable of inte-
gration to y = (�− �H)/(kBT ). We obtain

Ar =

�
y0

0

y
1/2(y + yH)r

exp(y + yH)− 1
dy (A5)

where yH = �H/(kBT ) = h/t and y0 = �0/(kBT ). If
the temperature is low, we can let the upper limit of
the integral to go to infinity, y0 → ∞, and the obtained
expression will be a function of yH only. In particular

Ar =
r�

i=0

�
r

i

�
y
r−i

H
I1/2+i(yH), (A6)

where we have used the binomial coefficient
�
r

i

�
and we

have defined the integral

Is(yH) =

� ∞

0

y
s

exp(y + yH)− 1
dy (A7)

which can be computed analytically (see Appendix B).
For small yH we have49

Is(yH) = Γ(s+ 1)Lis+1(e
−yH ) (A8)

where Γ(·) is the gamma function and Lin(z) is the poly-
logarithm function50. As Lin(1) = ζ(n), where ζ(·) is the
Riemann zeta function, we have
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Is(0) = Γ(s+ 1)ζ(s+ 1). (A9)

For example, the coefficient for the number of magnons is
A0 = I1/2(yH) and the coefficient for the average energy
is A1 = I3/2(yH) + I1/2(yH)yH . For h = 0 and low q, we
have Ar(0) = Γ(3/2 + r)ζ(3/2 + r).

In an analogous way we compute the coefficient A
�
0

given by Eq.(A2). By making an integration by parts we
find

A
�
0 = −1

2
I−1/2(yH). (A10)

The coefficient for h = 0 is A�
0(0) = −(1/2)Γ(1/2)ζ(1/2).

Finally, the integral of Eq.(A3) is calculated by taking
a constant collision time (fc(q) = 1). After integration
by parts we have

Cr =

�
y0

0

∂ηr

∂y
g0dy (A11)

with ηr = y
3/2 (y + yH)r. By writing ∂ηr/∂y as

∂ηr

∂y
=

3

2
y
1/2(y + yH)r + ry

3/2(y + yH)r−1
, (A12)

we obtain

∂ηr

∂y
=

3

2
y
1/2

r�

k=0

�
r

k

�
y
r−k

H
y
k+ry

3/2
r−1�

k=0

�
r − 1

k

�
y
r−1−k

H
y
k
.

(A13)
By using the identity

�
r

k

�
= r

k

�
r−1
k−1

�
we have

∂ηr

∂y
=

r�

k=0

�
3

2
+ k

� �
r

k

�
y
r−k

H
y
1/2+k

. (A14)

Now, by letting y0 → ∞ we obtain

Cr =
r�

k=0

�
3

2
+ k

� �
r

k

�
y
r−k

H
I1/2+k(yH). (A15)

For h = 0 we have Cr(0) = (3/2+r)Γ(3/2+r)ζ(3/2+r).

3. High q isotropic approximation

At high temperature also the high wavenumbers of the
spin waves are excited, so we assume an expression for
the dispersion relation which is isotropic and reaches the
maximum energy � = �m + �H at q = q0 (see Fig.5). An
expression with this property is

� = �m sin2(a0q/2) + �H (A16)

where �m = 4D/a
2
0 and the modulus of the group velocity

is v = (2D)/(a0�) sin(a0q). The isotropic high q approx-
imation would be in principle valid at any temperature,
but we have to consider that the whole spin wave picture
is based on the approximation of small deviations from
the equilibrium state M0, so in practice it is reasonable
to take T = Tm (t = 1) as an upper limit. The integrals
are performed by changing variable from the reciprocal
space to the energy and then by using x = (�− �H)/�m.
The integrals become

1

(2π)3

�

Σ0

d
3
q =

12n

π3

� 1

0
ρm(x)dx (A17)

where ρm(x) = [x(1− x)]−1/2(arcsin(x1/2))2. Using x as
a new integration variable, we have:

Ar = y
3/2
m

� 1

0
(ymx+ yH)rg0ρm(x)dx, (A18)

A
�
0 = y

1/2
m

� 1

0

∂g0

∂x
ρm(x)dx, (A19)

where g0 = (exp (ymx+ yH) − 1)−1 and ym =
�m/(kBT ) = 4(6/π)2/3/t, and for the transport coeffi-
cients, by using the same assumption of the low q case,
we find

Cr = −y
3/2
m

� 1

0
x(1−x)(yH+ymx)r

∂g0

∂x
ρm(x)dx. (A20)

The coefficients can be computed numerically and they
can be represented as a function of the normalized tem-
perature t and of the ratio h/t.

q

ε

π/a0

εH

εm

ε0
Dq2

FIG. 5. Magnon dispersion relations. The dashed line is the
low q approximation of Eq.(6). The full line is the high q
isotropic approximation of Eq.(A16).
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Appendix B: Expressions for Is(yH)

At low temperature the coefficients are all expressed
in terms of the integral of Eq.(A7) which is a function
of yH = h/t. We can subdivide the behavior of Is(yH)
into: a) yH � 1, i.e. h � t, which corresponds to the
behavior at low fields and b) yH � 1, i.e. t � h, which
corresponds to the behavior at very low temperatures.

a. yH � 1. At low yH the integral can be expressed
in terms of the polylogarithm function (Eq.(A8)). A
power expansion of the polylogarithm for small x is49

Lin(e
x) = Γ(1− n)(−x)n−1 +

∞�

k=0

ζ(n− k)

k!
x
k
. (B1)

The expression for Is(yH) of Eq.(A8) then becomes

Is(yH) = Γ(s+1)

�
Γ(−s)ys

H
+

∞�

k=0

(−1)k
ζ(s+ 1− k)

k!
y
k

H

�

(B2)
where the power series can be computed up to the de-
sired order. Table I reports the expression of the rele-
vant parameters for magnon transport theory by taking
the leading order in h/t only, while the curves reported
in the figures are computed by using Eq.(B2) up to the
order k = 9.
b. yH � 1. In the limit yH → ∞ the expression of

Eq.(A7) is

Is(yH) = Γ(s+ 1) exp(−yH). (B3)

This means that in the T → 0 limit with H0 �= 0 all the
integrals Is decay exponentially to zero.
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